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Learner Resource 14 Six different genres of conversation

Text A
Below is a transcription of part of a conversation in which four car sales people talking about motor trade jargon are 
joined by Suzanne, who wants to know the meaning of some of the expressions she hears them using.

IAN:  a cut and shut is er something thats been stuck together from two other cars

ALAN:  a chopper or

SUZANNE:  stolen

IAN:  yeh (.) no (.) its actually a ringed car

SUZANNE:  a rigged

IAN:  two different cars put together to make

STEVE:  a ringed car is one which has got the wrong chassis number on it

ALAN:  to make it look like a real car (.) er

SUZANNE:  ok

SHARON:  like one that had been written off or something like that

IAN:  yeh eh two have been written off one at the front one at the back theyre stuck together

SUZANNE:  yeh right

ALAN:  er youve got (.) a chopper or a swapper (.) which is yer par exchange er pee ex

SUZANNE:  a chopper or a swapper

IAN:  a chopper yeh

SUZANNE:  (laughs)

SHARON:  back in bed er you got a deal back in bed again

SUZANNE:  back in bed sounds a bit sexual doesnt it

IAN:  youve lost the deal and then you rescue it

SHARON:  youve got the deal back in bed

SUZANNE:  back in bed (.) thats nice

ALAN:  but before they get back in bed before you get the deal back in bed

STEVE:  theyre what we call theyre cocked

SUZANNE:  eh

SHARON:  yeh

STEVE:  theyre cocked on a deal cocked on a deal

SHARON:  so they look (.) like its fallen through
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IAN:  fallen through

ALAN:  yeh

STEVE:  theyve cocked and (1) erm (3) youve got a minter

ALAN:  chop

SUZANNE:  a nice car

IAN:  no no an alan minter

SHARON:  (laughs)

STEVE:  youve got a chocky (2) you chocky someone up

SHARON:  yeh

ALAN:  [ means finance ]

SUZANNE:  [ what does (.) oh finance ]

STEVE:  up to the knockers meaning cant afford any more

SUZANNE:  (laughs) ah ha

STEVE:  you havent heard that one

ALAN:  what else have you got (.) you got

IAN:  a white flag

SUZANNE:  whats that then

ALAN:  someone who walks in and buys a car without (.) fighting

STEVE:  theres also another one

IAN:  an easy one

ALAN:  the smelly armpit brigade

SUZANNE:  eh

ALAN:  the smelly armpit brigade (.) they come in with their arms in the air

(general laughter)

ALAN:  jus wannin the car

IAN:  dippa (.) thas a good one

ALAN:  deposit

IAN:  its a dippa dee aye double pee ay

ALAN:  ok next one
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Transcription key

bold = stressed sound/syllable
[ ] = speech overlap
(.) = micro-pause
(1) = pause in seconds
(italics) = material that is not part of the talk being transcribed, e.g. laughter

Text B 
Below is a conversation between four friends discussing television programmes (OCR legacy syllabus unit 2701 Jan 2007).

Emma:  well i was watching a bit of something last night (.) called what was it summit ive killed the kids or 
something like that

Chloe:  oh

Pete:  oh

Emma:  er its a similar sort of thing they get a kid and their parents (.) its mainly diet (.) and 
they show what the kids going to look like when theyre forty and and they like show 
some dreadful (.) overweight (.) yknow (.) and these parents were dreadful a seven 
year old kid it was (.) really fat and it just lived on chips and burgers and the parents 
never went out they never had any friends over he didnt have any friends (1) and so 
they forced him to go out

Pete:  its a roald dahl story

Emma:  yeah (laughs) but it was good good in the end

Owen:  but / ɑ: / think / ɑ: / think that its just like reality stuff they just take extremes dont they anything they do

Emma:  mmm

Owen:  you know what i mean i mean have you seen that one that that ow ow somebody 
looks younger or summat / ɑ: / cant remember

Pete:  what ten years younger

Owen:  yeah well thats same innit

Emma:  yeah

Owen:  they dont take someone oos got a bit ot clue do they cos thats not a programme

Emma:  no

Owen:  and then wi another extreme if you do that wi children you take some like nightmare family

Emma:  thats it

Owen: / sɒ / (.) so theyve all got these extremes

Chloe: / bυt / i think to be fair wi super nanny i think theyre

Owen:  well / ɑ: / ant seen that so / ɑ: / cant comment

Chloe:  [ well what that ] thats about thats more about people that are really at the end of their tether
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Owen:  yeah thats

Chloe:  and she does go in (.) and change their lives

Owen: [ well thats fair enough ]

Emma:  yeah yeah

Chloe:  theyre people theyve got this you know theyre locked in this sort o battle and there 
could be this one child sort o olding the ole family to ransom sort of

Emma:  yeah

Transcription key

[ ] = speech overlap
(.) = micropause
/ ɑ: / = phonemic symbols to indicate pronunciation

Text C 
Below is a transcription of two national radio DJs presenting a live broadcast from the Notting Hill Carnival in London. 
This festival particularly celebrates Afro-Caribbean culture (OCR legacy syllabus unit 2701 June 2007).

Ronnie:  were gonna catch up with our man RICKY (.) / i_z / on the east side and (.) er 
hopefully / i_z / on the line (.) where are you sir

Ricky:  yo

Ronnie:  yes (.) bad boy (.) where are you sir

Ricky:  easy (.) im on the portobello road man

Ronnie:  portobello GOLD okay whats goin down over there sir

Ricky:  well theres bare things going on (.) ive been seeing BARE people nuff people 
getting ready for the parade and stuff theyre gonna be in the parade laʔer (.) nuff 
that NUFF costumes NUFF big hairdoes and stuff (.) its a good living i know

Ronnie:  is evryfing all set up over there literally everyones just getting ready to to kick off

Ricky:  yeah man (.) theres a lot of sound systems around this area theres about bout 
NINETEEN twenty sound systems over here so a lot of music a lot of locals are like 
playing calypso from like their their their flats and stuff sitting out on their balconies 
or what have YOU (.) its all good man its looking quite nice theres a lot of local 
traders out there today as well thats kind of surprised me (.) theyre looking to like 
make some money today and tonight

Ronnie:  are there any (.) ah any food stalls out there where you are any jerk chicken er 
whats whats going on over there

Ricky:  ive seen a lot of erm (.) ah a lot of corn on the cobs a lot of corn on the cobs

Ronnie:  your bellys about to get RAZZED today innit rick

Ricky:  yeah man (.) yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah but there aint too many toilets (.) 
there aint too many toilets around here so i dont want to eat too much (.) so i dont 
have to pay ten pounds for the (.) use the toilets
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Ronnie:  yeah definitely youre gonna have to put some toilet paper in the fridge later on lad

Ricky:  yeah for real man (.) for real for real for real

Transcription key

ʔ = glottal stop
(.) = micropause
/ i_z / = phonemic symbols to indicate pronunciation
CAPITALISED words indicate raised volume of voice

Text D 
Below is a transcription of part of a conversation taken from a BBC Radio/Open University series.

Here the broadcaster Anna Ford (AF) talks to experts Nancy Holroyd Downing (NHD) and Peter Fisher (PF) about 
protecting children from infectious diseases (OCR legacy syllabus unit 2706 Jan 2010).

NHD:  what i (.) try to do (.) because this is a fractious (.) argument and this is something that 
is not only a source of a lot of anger but its a source of a lot of soul searching on the 
parts of parents (.) and i dont

 //

AF:  and guilt as well

NHD:  and guilt (.) and i do not want to (.) contribute to the bad stuff there (2) what i say to people 
is that (.) there are a number of (.) ways to look at the whole notion of childhood illnesses 
(.) and there are a number of ways to treat those illnesses (.) either (.) preventively or 
(.) after the fact (2) measles is not bubonic plague (.) people do and did survive (.) i 
survived measles

 //

AF:  yes (.) so did i

NHD:  yeah

AF:  and my brothers as well

NHD: and i (.) i think the public health issue is relevant here (2) i think if a (.) parent chooses 
to (.) have their child immunised (.) there (.) its a perfectly reasonable decision to 
make

AF:  because measles does have (.) potentially (.) very large numbers of (.) complications doesnt it

NHD:  yes it does

 //

AF:  and some (.) children (.) very few (.) might become seriously ill (2) now if we 
didnt have vaccination (.) and we (.) only used chinese medicine (.) do you think we 
could (.) protect as (.) many children as we do by vaccinating them
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NHD:  i dont know (.) quite honestly (.) the answer to that question (.) i dont think we can 
say that if there was not measles vaccine (.) we would have (.) i dont think (.) i mean 
im willing to be proved wrong here (2) i dont think we would have scores of children 
dropping dead

AF:  well thats one view and (.) we’ll examine what the professional bodies (.) have to say 
on (.) this and other issues in more detail next week (1) but peter fisher (.) is adamant 
(.) that immunisation is an advance in child health care

PF:  one of the things that annoys me particularly when you hear (.) people who are not 
members of health professions (.) denouncing immunisation (.) its what I call the spoilt 
brat school of medicine (.) theyve never seen diphtheria or polio (.) they assumed it 
didnt exist (.) it never existed (.) or those things werent the terrible diseases that they 
are (.) the fact is the reason theyve never seen them (.) is that immunisation is an 
extremely effective treatment and (.) you know (.) kids dont get paralysed from polio (.) 
they dont die of diphtheria anymore (.) and its entirely down to immunisation

Transcription key

// = speech overlap
(.) = micro-pause
(1) = pause in seconds

Text E 
Below is the transcript from an interview with Tom Daley, aged 15, broadcast a week after he won the World 
Championship Diving Competition. 

The original interview was on Radio Devon and can be found at: http://www.bbc.co.uk/devon/content/
articles/2009/07/29/tom_daley_interview_video_feature.shtml 

Interviewer:  right well here are some questions from our viewers and website users um James from Plymouth says Tom 
do you ever get scared when you’re on top of the diving board that you may hurt yourself

Tom Daley:  um yes you do actually especially when you’re learning new dives when you go up there and (.) when you 
start off you think you don’t know how it’s going to go if you’ve never done it before you have no idea how 
it’s gonna land so you do get quite scared and also in competition it’s quite scary looking down off the 
board in competition thinking am I going to embarrass myself or am I going to do a good dive so so yeah

Interviewer:  you didn’t embarrass yourself in Rome did you

Tom Daley:  [laughs] no

Interviewer:  [laughs] what about the synchro how did you find that went

Tom Daley:  the synchro was ok it didn’t go (.) quite according to plan but it was ok it was 
our third ever competition together so it was good

Transcription key

[  ] = paralinguistic feature
(.) = micropause
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Text F 
This isn’t technically a conversation at all, but the presenter is talking directly to the audience.

“Why do people watch recipe programmes?” might be a good question to ask to get into issues of purpose.

Beer Batter (Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall)
This clip comes from the ‘River Cottage’ web team. The clip can be found at: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=tArYR15AZvU 

Hugh (live) a nice crispy batter (.) is the mark of a good fish and chip shop (1) but it isn’t at all difficult to make a 
really lovely fish batter at home (.) and the best secret ingredient is this (1) beer (4) 

Hugh(voiceover) start with about eight tablespoons of plain flour in a large mixing bowl (3)

Hugh (live) a little tip (.) whisking dry flour is almost just as effective as sieving it (2)

Hugh(voiceover) trickle in a couple of tablespoons of groundnut oil (5) then comes the beer (1) I tend to add it by eye (.) 
stirring all the time (8)

Hugh (live) {sniffs} smells fantastic while you’re doing this (4) there’s always a moment with this batter that it looks 
as if it’s gonna be overtaken and bogged down with the dreaded lumps (1) but you just have to get 
on with it and give it some elbow and you’ll get there in the end (2)

Hugh(voiceover) the final consistency you’re looking for is that of a thick gloss paint (2) season well (1) and while your 
batter rests for about half an hour (.) there’s just about time to prepare some fishy treats to drop in it 
(5) you can batter and fry just about any fresh fish fillet and along with my classic squid rings (1) Gill’s 
preparing delicious goujons of the much misunderstood dogfish (3) each piece of fish gets a thorough 
even coating of the batter and is lowered straight away into a pan of fiercely hot oil (1) a hundred and 
seventy-five Celsius is the temperature you’re looking for (3) let them bubble away for a couple of 
minutes (.) until they’re golden brown and beautifully crispy (4) 

Hugh (live) it’s really worth getting to grips with this batter because it’s easy (.) it’s delicious and it’s incredibly 
versatile (.) you could use plaice fillets (.) whiting (.) bream (.) bass if you were feeling extravagant (3) 
I’ve even done it with scallops and oysters .

Transcription key

bold = stressed sound/syllable
(.) = micro-pause
(1) = pause in seconds
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